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Abstract

Handwriting analysis, which requires the detection

and examination of distinctive features within the ink

traces representing the words, provides a valuable help

in several research’s fields. In medical field, handwrit-

ing analysis provides an useful complement to other

clinical investigations in diagnosing many movement

disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease. In forensics,

the examination of particular characteristics of the ink

trace allows the expert to evaluate the authenticity of an

handwritten text. Handwriting recognition, which al-

lows to optimize the handling of manuscript documents,

requires the detection of distinguishing features for in-

terpreting the characters the ink trace represents. Since

any phenomenon can be better understood and ana-

lyzed when the generative process is known, investigat-

ing the process that underlies handwriting might give

some guidelines for handwriting analysis. In this re-

spect, we propose a neural scheme, envisaging that per-

forming complex motor sequences, such as handwrit-

ing, requires the interaction among the Cortex, Basal

Ganglia and Cerebellum.

1. Introduction

Many research areas, from neuroscience to engineer-

ing, investigate, from different perspectives and for di-

verse purposes, the processes that allow humans to effi-

ciently perform skilled movements.

Understanding these processes could provide impor-

tant insights for many applications, from the design of

robotic limbs to the development of new treatments for

movement disorders. In handwriting analysis, knowl-

edge of the process underlying handwriting generation

might provide further criteria for selecting the most rep-

resentative features associated to a writer or containing

more information about the message (i.e. the word) the

ink trace represents, and the way to examine them.

Therefore, it is helpful to understand the processes

involved in generating a complex sequence of move-

ments, such as handwriting, and how different levels of

the nervous system interact and contribute to the grad-

ual improvement of motor performance during learning.

Handwriting is a highly skilled and complex motor

activity, produced through a perception/action cycle, in-

volving brain areas implicated in attentive vision, learn-

ing, and control of several motor subsystems. From a

motor viewpoint, handwriting is performed by properly

coordinating movements of the lower arm, wrist and fin-

gers [27], which give rise to the sequence of elementary

shapes (i.e. the strokes) whose concatenation generates

the ink trace representing the characters and, ultimately,

the word.

• How does the central nervous system control and

coordinate these sequence of elementary move-

ments?

• Which brain areas are involved in learning hand-

writing? How are handwriting movements repre-

sented within these neural structures?

• What is the process that allows adults to write be-

ing apparently unaware of the movements they are

performing?

In order to address these questions, we propose a new

hypothesis about the processes occurring during acqui-

sition and retention of motor skills.

We suggest that the process allowing humans to ac-

quire handwriting (and, more generally, motor skills)

follows two distinct phases:

• During the early, fast learning stage, humans learn

the spatial sequence associated to the motor task

in visual coordinates, i.e. the sequence of points to

reach in order to generate the ink trace.

• During the late, automatic phase, the sequence of

motor commands in motor coordinates is acquired

and comes to be executed as a single behavior.
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Accordingly, we propose a neural scheme, com-

prising the Basal Ganglia, Cerebellum and Cortex,

which envisages that the cortex-basal ganglia inter-

action plays a key role during learning, whereas the

cortex-cerebellar interaction is crucial for motor skill

retention.

In the next section we illustrate the hypothesis be-

hind the neural scheme here proposed. In section 3 we

describe the proposed neural scheme for motor learning.

In section 4 we evaluate the neural scheme, compar-

ing the results reported by many studies on motor learn-

ing with the predictions provided by the neural scheme.

Conclusion and further directions are left to Section 5.

2. A new hypothesis for procedural motor

learning

According to the daily experience, a coordinated se-

quence of ”elementary” movements is acquired and ex-

ecuted faster and more accurately the more it is prac-

ticed. Indeed, early in learning actions are attention de-

manding, slow and less accurate, whereas after long-

term practice performance becomes quick, movements

are smooth, automatic, and can be performed effort-

lessly, using minimal cognitive resources.

Are there different processes underlying these two

phases? What are these processes?

Studies on motor control have shown that selection,

execution and learning of movements needed to per-

form a motor task involve several brain areas and motor

subsystems, but their activation and cooperation depend

on the kind of movements that are being made and on

the effector that is being used [12].

According to these studies, a motor skill is acquired

after repeated practice and can be seen as a sequence

of elementary actions, combined in the appropriate or-

der to achieve a particular goal. For example, writing

cursively is a complex sequential procedure and, on the

basis of studies in handwriting generation, the complex

movement needed to generate handwriting results from

concatenation of elementary movements [17].

Kawato suggested that each elementary motor ac-

tion is performed following a sensorimotor transforma-

tion process in which the location of the target, encoded

in trajectory coordinates, is converted into information

suitable for the motor system [12] (see Figure 1(a)).

However, this process involves a large amount of com-

putation, especially for more complex actions, so it is

extremely demanding for the brain to carry out the se-

rial sensorimotor process precisely. Accordingly, the

first phase of learning is characterized by slower and

attention demanding actions that rely on visual and pro-

prioceptive feedback. The feedback information allows

humans to correct, trial by trial, the trajectory and mo-

tor plans, in order to perform the task more efficiently,

adopting a coordination and control solution more accu-

rate in terms of the motor production and more econom-

ical in terms of the metabolic energy expenditure [25].

Simulating the feedback process in a system that re-

trieves dynamic information from off-line cursive hand-

writing has shown that its function improves writing or-

der recovery [22].

After long-term practice of the motor task, perfor-

mance becomes quick, less metabolic energy is con-

sumed, and the sequence becomes automatic, is char-

acterized by anticipatory movements, and needs little

or no thought to be completed. Following these con-

siderations, it can be suggested that when a skill is ac-

quired, the sequence of movements is learned as a sin-

gle behavior and there is no more need for the visuo-

proprioceptive feedback and the sensorimotor transfor-

mation (Figure 1(b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Execution of a novel (a) and well-

known (b) sequence of elementary move-

ments.

Indeed, when a child starts learning handwriting by

copying letters or words, he attempts several trajectory

patterns in order to replicate the same shape of the let-

ters, selecting the points to reach through the visual sys-

tem, and performing the appropriate sequence of move-

ments through the motor system. During the initial

phase of learning, the movements are quite straight and

aimed to reach a sequence of points. The executed mo-

tor plan is corrected according to the information pro-

vided by the visual and proprioceptive feedback, so that

the actual trajectory corresponds to the desired one, and

the lowest energy is spent by the muscular subsystem

involved. As learning proceed, simple point-to-point

movements become continuous, curved and smoother,

the motor sequence comes to be executed as a single

behavior and is performed automatically, using minimal

cognitive resources.

There is also strong evidence, supported by the re-

sults of several experimental studies on motor learning,
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that a given sequence of actions is learned from differ-

ent perspectives. It has been observed, first by Lashley

[14] and then by Hebb [8], that a generic movement,

learned with one extremity, can be executed by different

effectors. Furthermore, other studies have shown that

writing movements learned through the dominant hand

could be repeated using different body parts, such as

non-dominant hand, the mouth (with the pen gripped by

teeth) and foot (with the pen attached to it), even if the

subject had essentially no previous experience writing

with any of this body parts [18, 29]. Despite the differ-

ent muscle and skeletal systems used and, even though

the movements are not smooth, it can be observed that

the writing production follows the same trajectory in

all conditions [18] (see Figure 2). The ability to per-

form the same movement pattern by different muscu-

lar systems is called ”motor equivalence”. It suggests

that movements directed to perform a task are stored

in the brain in two ways: in an abstract form (effector-

independent) related to the spatial sequence of points

representing the trajectory plan, and as a sequence of

motor commands (effector-dependent) directed to ob-

tain particular muscular contractions and articulatory

movements.

Figure 2. A sentence written by the same

writer using different body parts. Adapted

from [18].

Other studies on motor learning have shown that

when the untrained hand is used to perform a given se-

quence, learned with long-term practice with the other

hand, performances are poor, but this is not true for a

newly learned sequence [19], supporting the hypothe-

sis that early in learning the execution of the motor task

is more based upon the trajectory plan (effector inde-

pendent), whereas late in learning upon the sequence of

motor commands (effector-dependent).

Accordingly, we suggest that handwriting learning

follows two distinct phases, in which two different pro-

cesses take place, and that early in learning, handwrit-

ing skill (or, in general, a motor skill) is acquired as

a sequence of spatial coordinates converted into motor

commands, while as learning proceeds, the sequence of

motor commands is acquired and it comes to be exe-

cuted as a single behavior.

3. A neural scheme for procedural motor

learning

Execution of voluntary movements requires the in-

teraction between nervous and musculoskeletal sys-

tems, involving several areas, from the higher cortical

centers to the motor circuits in the spinal cord [11].

In seeking to understand all the breadth and facets

of motor learning, many researchers have used different

approaches and methods, such as genetic analysis, neu-

roimaging techniques (such as fMRI, PET and EEG),

animal models and clinical treatments (e.g. drugs ad-

ministration and brain stimulation). These studies have

provided a large body of knowledge that has led to sev-

eral theories related to the role of the central nervous

system in controlling and learning simple and com-

plex movements. According to the results reported by

neuroimaging and experimental studies on motor learn-

ing, several cortical and subcortical structures, includ-

ing the basal ganglia, cerebellum, and motor cortical

regions, are thought to be critical in different stages

and aspects in the acquisition and/or retention of skilled

motor behaviors. Several studies have investigated the

functional anatomy and the cerebral plasticity associ-

ated with motor skill learning using brain image tech-

niques in healthy subjects to track the time course of

cerebral activation during extended practice of a motor

sequence. With the same aim, other studies analyzed

motor performances of patients affected by neurodegen-

erative disease or cerebral damage during the execution

and acquisition of a motor task.

Results of an fMRI study [20] reported the involve-

ment of the parietal cortex in general, and posterior

parietal cortex and occipitotemporal junction in partic-

ular, in the representation of written letter forms. Other

neuroimaging studies suggest that a novel sequence of

movements is initially mapped to form an internal rep-

resentation of the sequence that is progressively en-

coded and refined subcortically (in the basal ganglia and

in the cerebellum) as performance improves [26].

The imaging data reported by other studies on mo-

tor learning support the notion that distinct regions of

the basal ganglia participate in different stages of learn-

ing. These studies report increased activity within the

striatum (the input nucleus of the basal ganglia), in par-

ticular within the associative striatum and sensorimotor

striatum early and late in learning, respectively. How-

ever, although there is solid evidence that the initial

learning of many skills depends on the striatum, there
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are contrasting results in the literature regarding to the

role of the sensorimotor striatum in automatic respond-

ing [28]. These results sustain the hypothesis that the

basal ganglia play an important role in the initial stage

of learning, whereas it is not well-established their im-

portance in the final stage of learning.

With regard to the cerebellum, many studies report

increased activity within the cerebellar cortex during

learning, and increased activity within the dentate nu-

cleus (an output nucleus of the cerebellar circuitry) until

automaticity is achieved. A detailed review of the imag-

ing studies whose results are here cited can be found in

[21].

According to these results, we propose a neural

scheme, based on the hypothesis that acquiring new mo-

tor skills requires two phases, in which two different

processes occur.

The neural scheme for motor learning is shown in

Figure 3 and incorporates the parietal and motor cortex,

basal ganglia and cerebellum.

Figure 3. Neural scheme of the model for

procedural motor learning.

Sensory information is provided by an input module

(sensory input in the figure) to the cerebral cortex, basal

ganglia and cerebellum. The parietal association cortex

releases signals that specify the position of targets in

extrapersonal space (according to the studies conducted

by Andersen and Zipser [1] and Rijntjes [20]). There-

fore, the basal ganglia, interacting with the parietal cor-

tex, select the next target point in the sequence. In turn,

parietal cortex sends this information to the cerebellum

that, interacting with the motor cortex, selects the ap-

propriate motor command.

This model fits the hypothesis presented in section

2, according to which motor learning follows two dis-

tinct phases. During the early phase of learning, the

model learns the spatial sequence in visual coordinates

(i.e. the sequence of points to reach in order to real-

ize the motor task) through the interactions between the

basal ganglia and the parietal cortex. The spatial se-

quence is then converted into motor commands through

the interactions of the cerebellum and the motor cortex.

Therefore the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia and cerebel-

lum initially would work in parallel. The basal ganglia,

through the associative striatum, are involved in the ac-

quisition of the spatial sequence and the cerebellar cor-

tex starts working to acquire the motor sequence. As

learning proceeds, the sequence of motor commands in

motor coordinates is acquired and stored in the dentate

nucleus.

Consequently, it would be expected that, early in

learning, task performance is more dependent on the

procedural knowledge maintained by the cortex-basal

ganglia system and, after a long- term practice, task

performance is more dependent on the motor sequence

maintained by the cortex-cerebellar system.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The proposed hypothesis for procedural motor learn-

ing envisages that the basal ganglia, interacting with the

parietal cortex, select the next target point within the

trajectory plan associated to the motor task. Looking at

the neural scheme, whether basal ganglia dysfunction

would impair learning of the correct sequence of target

points, then the cerebellum would be provided (by the

parietal cortex) with wrong information about the tra-

jectory plan. This would cause the cerebellum to select

wrong motor commands. Instead, late in learning, basal

ganglia dysfunction should not influence the execution

of the motor behavior since the sequence of motor com-

mands has been acquired within the cerebellum .

Experimental support to this hypothesis comes from

the observation that Parkinson’s patients (a disease af-

fecting basal ganglia function) are able to perform au-

tomatic motor responses elicited by a stimulus, but they

have difficulties in executing novel motor actions [13].

Indeed, it has been shown that dopamine, a neurotrans-

mitter that modulates basal ganglia activity (that is lack-

ing in Parkinson’s patients), critically mediates the ac-

quisition and expression of a behavior during the initial

stage of learning, whereas it plays a diminishing role in

executing well-learned behaviors [9, 24].

Our hypothesis also envisages that the cerebellum,

interacting with the motor cortex, is involved in select-

ing the appropriate motor command and that, late in

learning, the sequence of motor commands is stored

in the dentate nucleus. Indeed, as reported in [15],

the inactivation of the dentate nucleus would not re-

sult in a loss of performance in learning of a new se-

quence, whereas after a long-term practice loss of the

dentate nucleus function would affect the performance.

We speculate that dentate inactivation during the early
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stage of learning does not affect performance because in

the early phase of learning the procedural knowledge is

maintained by the cortex-basal ganglia mechanism. In-

stead, when the motor sequence is acquired within the

dentate, the execution of the motor sequence is more

dependent on the cortex-cerebellar mechanism, there-

fore dentate inactivation during this stage affects perfor-

mance. Furthermore, results reported in several studies

suggest that the cortico-cerebellar system is involved in

motor adaptation, especially in the late stage of learn-

ing and in the retention phase [3]. In a motor adap-

tation task the participants are required to learn how

to adapt their movements according to some external

changes, artificially imposed by the experimenter. The

study of Smith and Shadmehr [23] on motor adaptation

showed that patients affected by cerebellar degeneration

were impaired in adapt their movements. On the basis

of their results, we speculate that in motor adaptation

task, when the relation between movements of the joy-

stick and cursor is altered, knowledge of the sequence

of points to reach is not sufficient to efficiently perform

the task, but it is also necessary to acquire the sequence

of motor commands. Further evidence about the plau-

sibility of our hypothesis comes from the anatomical

two-way path between basal ganglia and cerebellum,

found by Strick and colleagues [2, 10]. In the former

work [10], they found a disynaptic pathway that links

the dentate nucleus with the sensorimotor striatum. Par-

ticularly, they found that projection from the dentate to

the striatum connects with medium spiny neurons com-

posing the ”indirect” pathway of basal ganglia, whose

role consists in suppress behavior. In the latter work [2]

they found a disynaptic pathway that links the subtha-

lamic nucleus (a nucleus that modulates basal ganglia

output) with the cerebellar cortex, and that this connec-

tion is topographically organized. These connections

are consistent with the neural activation paths found by

the imaging studies and our hypothesis. Accordingly,

we suggest that since the subthalamic nucleus is more

active in the early stage of learning, it would provide the

cerebellar cortex with further excitatory input that de-

crease as the spatial sequence is acquired. This, in turn,

would reduce activity within the dentate nucleus (since

it receives an inhibitory connection from the cerebellar

cortex). In the late stage of learning, when the sequence

of movements is acquired as a single behavior and, at

the same time, the activity in the dentate nucleus in-

creases, its activation provides an excitatory input to the

sensorimotor striatum, and in particular to the indirect

pathway (in keeping with the imaging data that show

increased activity within the sensorimotor striatum dur-

ing late stage of learning). This pathway would exclude

the function of basal ganglia in selecting the next spatial

target in the ordered sequence, because the sequence of

motor commands is already acquired as a single behav-

ior and released by the cerebellum.

A model for handwriting learning and generation

that incorporates basal ganglia and cerebellum has also

been proposed by Grossberg and Paine [7]. The hypoth-

esis behind the model is that the cerebellum acquires

the timing of muscle synergy activations in handwriting,

whereas the basal ganglia control volitional speed and

size of the trajectory. The model output fits the human

data, showing that handwriting movements are initially

straight and guided by the visual feedback, while are

guided by memory and become smooth and continuous

after learning. However, since the model mainly ad-

dresses the role of the cerebellum in handwriting learn-

ing, it does not explain how basal ganglia dysfunction

impairs initial learning, as reported by several studies

[4, 16, 9, 24, 13].

We have evaluated the neural scheme (and the hy-

pothesis behind it) through a computational model that

incorporates the key features of these brain areas in

an integrated functional network [21]. The anatomical,

physiological and biological of the basal ganglia are im-

plemented as in [5, 6].

In the model, we have simulated basal ganglia and

cerebellar damage in different learning stages.

Figure 4. Learning curves in three dif-

ferent conditions: intact networks, basal

ganglia damaged networks, and cerebel-

lar damaged networks. Results are aver-

aged over 25 networks for each condition.

Obtained results, reported in Figure 4, show that the

basal ganglia play a key role in acquiring a novel mo-

tor skill, whereas the cerebellum is crucial for motor

skill retention. Indeed, in intact networks, the error rate

decreases to zero, whereas basal ganglia damaged net-

works are enable to learn a novel motor task. Simulated

cerebellar damage after learning (i.e. after 100 trials)
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impairs the network’s ability to perform a pre-learned

motor task.

Our results also provided novel predictions about the

role the basal ganglia and cerebellum in motor function,

gaining further understanding of the functional dynam-

ics of information processing within these neural struc-

tures in normal as well as in diseased brains [21]. These

results motivates further investigations of their interac-

tions.
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